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Motivation

• Dynamical systems mathematically model phenomena which
change in time.

• They have an internal state, which describes the system at a
given moment in time, and some kind of law governing the
future evolution.

• A trajectory of a system is a particular evolution.

• Discrete-time systems are closely related to function iterations.

• Continuous-time systems are often modeled by ordinary
differential equations.

• We are interested in formally verifying (computational)
properties of dynamical systems.

• This requires a sound formalization of spaces of sets and
functions.
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Computable analysis in Coq

In recent work the authors and their collaborators have been
working on verifying different parts of computable analysis and
exact real computation in the Coq proof assistant.

• Incone (Steinberg, Théry, T.) is a formalization of the
realizability notion of computable analysis.

• Definitions closely follow those from computable analysis.

• cAERN (Park, Konecný, T.) is a high-level axiomatic
formalization of exact real computation.

• It allows extraction of efficient exact real computation
programs built on top of the AERN Haskell library.

• In this talk we discuss how to combine these approaches to
achieve fully verified exact real computation, in particular with
applications to hyperspaces of subsets and functions.
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Incone: Realizability in Coq



The Incone library

• In Incone types correspond to classical mathematical objects
which are introduced axiomatically (e.g. real numbers).

• Computational content is then assigned to such objects by
attaching representations and realizers performing operations
on them.

• Incone thus distinguishes between algorithms/programs and
their specification (although this is not strictly enforced).

• Correctness proofs can use classical mathematics.

• Computability is not formalized and only reasoned about on
the meta-level in accordance to other recent works on
computability in Coq.
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Represented spaces

Computable analysis uses explicit encodings by natural numbers or
finite binary strings.
However, here we consider more general encodings by “basic types”.

Represented space

A represented space X consists of

• An abstract base type X .

• A space of names BX := Q → A

with questions Q and answers A

and proofs that they are countable.

• A partial, surjective function
δ :⊆ BX → X called representation.
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Example: RQ

A representation for the reals is given by choosing questions and
answers to be Q and φ : Q → Q is a name for x ∈ R if
∀ε > 0, |φ(ε)− x | ≤ ε.

φ

ε ε-approx. to x
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Cauchy Representation in Coq

Easy to define in Coq using the axiomatization of the reals in the
standard library:
φ is name for x : ∀ε > 0, |x − φ(ε)| ≤ ε.

(* A name for x encodes x by rational approximations *)
Definition is_name (phi : (Q -> Q)) (x : R) :=

forall eps, (0 < (Q2R eps)) ->
Rabs (x - (phi eps)) <= eps.

Example: ε 7→ ε is a name for 0.

(* A name for zero *)
Lemma zero_name : (is_name (fun eps => eps) 0).
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Realizers for reals in coq

(* A realizer maps names to names *)
Definition is_realizer

(F: (Q -> Q) -> Q -> Q) (f : R -> R) :=
forall phi x, (is_name phi x) ->

(is_name (F phi) (f x)).

Incone also formalizes multifunctions and realizers for
multifunctions are defined in the same way.
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Example: Sierpiński space

Definition (Sierpiński space)

Sierpiński space is the topological space with point set {⊤,⊥}
and open sets ∅, {⊤} and {⊤,⊥}.

Example (Representation for Sierpiński space)

• Question space QS := N.

• Answer space AS := bool.

• δS(φ) = ⊤ ⇐⇒ ∃n, φ(n) = true.

s ∈ S

m ∈ N true/false
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The Kleeneans

Kleene’s three-valued logic is the logic on {0, 1,⊥}. It can be
turned into a represented space as follows.

• Question space QK := N.

• Answer space AK := {0, 1,None}.
• Representation δK such that δK(φ) is

the first value of φ different from None

or ⊥ if no such value exists.

• Can define realizers for logical
operations

k ∈ K

m ∈ N 0, 1,None

The Kleeneans can be used to define a computable total real

comparison x <K y :=

(x < y)B if x ̸= y

⊥K otherwise.
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Basic constructions on represented spaces

For represented spaces X and Y we can automatically cosntruct
representations for

• The product space X × Y.

• The co-product space X + Y.

• Infinite sequences Xω.

• Spaces of subsets A ⊆ X.

• The space of (continuous) functions X → Y.
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Continuity

Definition

A function F : B → B′ is continuous if for all φ ∈ B and q′ ∈ Q ′

there is a finite list L ⊆ Q such that

∀ψ ∈ B, φ and ψ coincide on L ⇒ F (φ)(q′) = F (ψ)(q′).

𝐹

𝑞′ ∈ 𝑄′

𝜑: Q → 𝐴

𝑎, ∈ 𝐴′

𝑞 ∈ 𝑄 𝑎 ∈ 𝐴
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Function space construction

Assume G : X → Y is a continuous function.

G

q ∈ QX a ∈ AX

φ

q′ ∈ QY a′ ∈ AY

ψ

[a1, . . . , an], q
′ ?[q1, . . . , qm]/!a′

The value of G (φ)(q′) only depends on a finite list of values of φ.
We encode the communication protocol of G with φ.
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Function space

We can define a representation [δX → δY] for the function space
YX of continuous functions f : X → Y.The construction makes use
of the existence of a universal U s.t. for any continuous G : B → B
there is a function ψ ∈ B such that “FU(ψ) = G ”.

• Question space QYX := [AX]× QY.

• Answer space AYX := [QX] + AY.

• δYX(ψ) = f ⇐⇒ FU(ψ) realizes f .
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Representations for spaces of sets

The function space construction allows a general construction to
get representations for spaces of subsets of a represented space.
Let X = (X , δX) be a represented space.

The space of open subsets

We can identify a subset U of X with its characteristic func-
tion

χU : X → S, χU(x) :=

⊤ if x ∈ U,

⊥ otherwise.

Note that χU is continuous iff U is open. We therefore can
identify the space O(X) of open subsets of X with the function
space SX.
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Execution and Program Extraction

• Realizers can be executed inside the Coq proof assistant or
extracted to Ocaml/Haskell programs.

• Some difficulties executing in Coq when allowing unbounded
search.

• Extracted programs are not very efficient/readable.

• Difficult to combine with nonverified code.
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cAERN: Axiomatized exact real
computation and program
extraction



Axiomatized exact real computation

In exact real computation frameworks users do not really need to
deal with realizers, instead higher-level datatypes for reals and other
continuous objects are provided by the framework.

For example, AERN provides real number arithmetic and can
output approximations up to any desired precision:

...> pi + pi*pi+2^(-3) ? (bits 60)
[13.1361970546791518572971076... ± 5.0568e-23 2^(-74)]

Comparisons return an object of type Kleenean:

...> pi > pi + 2^(-100) ? (prec 50)
TrueOrFalse

...> (pi > pi + 2^(-100)) ? (prec 1000)
CertainFalse
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cAERN

• The cAERN library reflects the idea of using an exact real
computation framework by axiomatically introducing types for
basic objects in exact real computation.

• Thus, types are meant to encode represented spaces without
making the representation explicit.

• The types and operations that are axiomatized are inspired by
the AERN library.

• Introduce a type K for Kleeneans with elements true, false, ⊥.
• Introduce a type R for real numbers with standard arithmetic

operations and Kleenean comparison operator.
• Introduce computationally valid axioms such as

lim s : ∀(n,m). |sn− sm| < 2−n−m → ∃r : R∀(k). |r − sk | < 2−k

• Coq’s code extraction features can be modified to extract
AERN programs from proofs in cAERN.
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Spaces of subsets and functions

• We can define Sierpinski space as a type in cAERN and then
define open subsets of a space X by

open A :≡ ∃(f : X → S). ∀(x : X ). f (x) = ⊤ ↔ x ∈ A .

• Note that constructing a function f : R → S can be extracted
to an implementation of this function in AERN.

• Thus, any function we construct is continuous.

• As in AERN real number computation is internally performed
on sequences of intervals with rational endpoints, we formulate
continuity in terms of a rational interval extension.

• For a function f : R → S, there is an interval extension
F : IQ → bool such that

• If F (I ) = True, then ∀x ∈ I , f (x) = ⊤, and
• If f (x) = ⊤, then there is an I ∋ x such that F (I ) = True.
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Alternative representations for Euclidean space

For subsets of Euclidean space we can define more efficient
representations exploiting the metric structure of the space.
A ⊆ Rd is Euclidean open if there is a sequence C : N → ball of
(possibly empty) balls such that

1. ∀n, Cn ⊆ A,

2. ∀x ∈ A, ∃n, x ∈ Cn.

We can show that a subset A ⊆ Rd is euclidean open iff it is open.

• Checking if x contained in B(y , r) is semidecidable, thus we
can check all balls in parallel to find out if x ∈ A.

• The other direction follows from the continuity of f : R → S.

x
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More efficient function spaces

• The interval extension lets us compute operations on functions
such as computing images of subsets etc.

• However, this usually involves some unbounded search and is
thus highly inefficient.

• For more efficient computations, we would like to consider
other representations of functions.

• Pieter Collins’ verified rigorous numerics library provides
polynomial models that represent function types.

• We plan to integrate this approach in the cAERN library.
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Conclusion and Future Work

• Combining Incone and cAERN we can both verify basic
operations of exact real computation and reason over
high-level specifications.

• We can extract efficient AERN programs from proofs over
abstract types.

• For working with subsets and function spaces, representing
them in an efficient way is crucial.

• In future work, we plan to put the different approaches
together to built a unified library for exact real computation.

Thank you!
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Experimental results

(i7-4710MQ CPU, 16GB RAM, Ubuntu 18.04, Haskell Stackage LTS 17.2)
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